Domestic Series 1 Teatteri Hiomo Fri 9.7. 17:00
Name

Lenght

Idea

3:13

Country of
Origin
Finland

Terminal

6:06

Finland

Maria

27:42

Finland

The Queen of Stones

27:21

Finland

Description
How the ideas are born and how bumpy road they have to go
through before they light up? The ideas are all around us but will we
see them? Although we are constantly searching, will the idea and
the seeker ever meet? This short animated film takes a straight
downward glance at this paradox. It is a collection of aerial views
and simple physics simulation.
Having been the perfect host for so long, the woman needs to do
something before it’s too late.
In the time of a modern civil war, a young mother, whose hatestricken obsession has driven her to tread through a war-torn
wilderness to find her daughter's murderer.
After a young woman receives a mysterious stone as a gift, strange
phenomena begins to take place around her.

Domestic Series 2 South Ostrobothnia Teatteri Hiomo Sat 10.7. 13:30
Name

Lenght

Nurmoo

30:00

Country of
Origin
Finland

Huhtikuu

13:00

Finland

Varma Merkki
Larry’s Tavern

15:00
8:02

Finland
Finland

Jalasjärvi Nail Art

11:00

Finland

Haulikkomies
Isolated

13:00
7:30

Finland
Finland

The Days of March

12:00

Finland

Description
Summer 1939 Little village Nurmo at the Finnish countryside is
planning an international wrestling match that versus the whole
world. But as autumn 1939 comes everything changes and the story
forms into a legend.
Inspired by true events, Huhtikuu tells the story of Tuula who has
learned that she is pregnant. One night, Tuula has a nightmare
where she sees the remains of a brick building. A beautiful spring
morning will soon turn into tragedy.
Jarno is doing anything to avoid the heartbreak.
Larry's Tavern is a fine mix of a silent movie, drama and a space
opera. After a bankruptcy Larry starts a new job in his own tavern - a
place for wanderers and travelers of space. But reality doesn't leave
him alone. And nothing in this world - or in the other worlds - should
be taken for granted.
Jalasjärvi Nail Art is a film about the struggles of youth, life in the
countryside, friendship and the hardship of making big decisions.
Two writers plot out an extravagant story for a feature film.
The COVID-19 virus has reached pandemic proportions and has left
hundreds of thousands of movie industry workers unemployed
around the globe. This film is to all the workers and students
suffering economical and artistical limitations caused by these
exceptional conditions.
A young woman finds solace in the city emptied by the pandemic,
but ends up facing unexpected repercussions of the situation.

Domestic Series 3 Teatteri Hiomo Sat 10.7. 16:00
Name

Lenght

Social Advertising
”Misbirth”

1:54

Country of
Origin
Finland

Rafael

4:03

Finland

I CAN NOT FOLLOW
YOU
Munich

13:10

Finland

17:09

Finland

The Bootlegger

22:56

Finland

Description
A young girl does not realize the importance of her pregnancy and
does not understand what the consequences for the fetus can be
from smoking and alcohol and loses the child.
Rafael's toy car sparks the interest of men with foul intentions, but
this time he decides to be the hero - and fight back. The fight,
however, is interrupted by a familiar voice.
Tte story of an unfortunate Arctic expedition and love story of Nils
Strindberg & Anna Charlier.
A kino-novella on the city of Munich told from two perspectives: a
German narrator with an objective outlook on the city itself and a
Finnish narrator; a young, mentally troubled traveller who's picked it
as a good place to die.
The year is 1990, Janne is a bootlegger and a divorced father. What
happens when these two worlds meet?

Silent Struggle Teatteri Hiomo Fri 9.7. 19:00
Name

Lenght

Eatnameamet Hiljainen taistelumme

1:14:00

Country of
Origin
Finland

Description
SILENT STRUGGLE
The Sámi are Europe’s only remaining indigenous people, who reside
in the northernmost regions of the Nordic countries, including
Finland. Their existence is tied to their language, traditional
knowledge and relationship to the land, which they nurture so that
it may someday sustain the future generations of Sámi yet to come.
However, in the midst of this serene landscape howls a series of
broken rights, laws, and injustices as the Sámi are time and time
again caught under the foot of the Finnish government and the
state’s economy-driven policies.

Late Night Special Teatteri Hiomo Fri 9.7. 21:00
Name

Lenght

Where to Land

15:00

Country of
Origin
Finland

The Deluge

1:21:14

Finland

Description
An elderly mute woman finds herself on a remote island, where she
subsequently meets a young man who longs to visit his mother.
The Deluge looks into the crises of the present world and the images
of contemporary culture through Leonardo Da Vinci’s words and
visions. The unique translations of Leonardo's fragments used in the
film were made in collaboration with visual artist and translator
Magnus Strandberg.

Short 1 Teatteri Hiomo Fri 9.7. 15:00
Name

Lenght

CRUSHER

9:08

Country of
Origin
Iran

Anagnorisis

15:00

Spain

Da-Dzma (A Sister and
a Brother)

15:25

Belgium

Elephantbird

15:00

Afghanista
n

Raheel

30:00

Iran

Description
CRUSHER is a social story of a fired laborer who used to work in a
stone crusher plant. His life gets in crisis as a result of the rumors
about war and the rise of dollar currency. Eventually, he decides to
do something with lasting effects.
A new doctor has just arrived at a nursing home, where he meets a
patient tormented by a past which he cannot remember. This doctor
will help him do it, without anticipating the consequences.
Winter. A fifteen-year-old girl in a remote Georgian village tries to
get closer to her older brother, just as he decides to leave home in
search for work abroad.
A mini-bus is on a journey across the mountains to Kabul. Each
person on the bus has a reason to take this journey. An old man
is traveling to give a turkey to his grandchild, as his last wish
before dying. However, the main road is blocked by insurgents.
Raheel , an Afghan national, has illegally traveled to Iran to look for
her husband, but there comes up some problems that leave her no
hope to move ahead.

Short 2 Teatteri Hiomo Sat 10.7. 17:30
Name

Lenght

Art Minute 1 - The
perfect selfie

3:51

Country of
Origin
Denmark

Kitchen by Measure

13:06

Iceland

Magic Camera

14:09

United
States

Lullaby
Whoever Was Using
This Bed

8:09
20:00

Iran
Australia

The Other

25:00

Iran

Description
The story is about the Danish painter Jens Juel, who through his
travels and inspiration from the old masters (Rembrandt) gains a
unique inspiration and expertise. This is shown in the light/ colors he
gathers on his travels and a special light/ glow that emerges from his
brush.
Ingólfur, an inventive Icelander, gets hooked on the idea of
building the perfect kitchen for his wife. The story explores gender
roles of the past and how they are surprisingly relevant still to this
day.
A young girl struggles to come to terms with her Grandmother’s
death. Through the use of her imagination and an old camera she
seeks to hold on to precious memories and hopes to bridge the
emotional gap that exists between her and her mother.
In the darkness of the night, someone's knocking at the door...
A married couple is woken in the dead of night by a mysterious
phone call. Unable to sleep, they are drawn into an unsettling
examination of their fears and desires. Based on a story by Raymond
Carver (Birdman).
A religious and traditional man after his wife death suspects her and
he thinks his wife had a relationship with another man.

Documentary 1 Teatteri Hiomo Fri 9.7. 14:00
Name

Lenght

Life is a two-way
dream - Eallin lea
guovttesuorat niehku

8:00

Country of
Origin
Norway

The Bronze Men of
Cameroon

55:06

Cameroon

Description
The film "Eallin lea guovtte suorat niehku — Life is a two-way
dream" shows the way in a world undergoing rapid change, with
polarisation and globalisation going in many directions. We are in an
age marked by adoration of youth, fixation on the present and
extreme individualism. What we do today will affect the way people
live in the future. The wisdom from the shaman’s worldview from
the old Sami religion helps weave together another interpretation
and story.
The Bronze Men of Cameroon is an intimate portrait of a community
of bronze artisans in Foumban, the ‘City of Arts’. Bronze casting is a
valued cultural heritage of the Bamum People in the Western Region
of Cameroon.

Documentary 2 Bio Marilyn Sat 10.7. klo 12.00
Name

Lenght

Country of
Origin
Sweden

Between Heaven and
Hell

4:49

Built Lands

1:21:31 Spain

Description
Sara thought that the sadness that she had always felt was just
depression, but a year ago a diagnosis changed her life. An affliction
between heaven and hell – the illness she had inherited from her
Finnish side of the family. Now, Sara is committed to breaking both
the stigma and taboos, in her family as well as throughout society.
In the late 60s a group of artists decides to settle in a village in the
‘darkest-deepest’ Spain. Today only Felix Cuadrado Lomas still
remains there, determined to reflect the landscape which surrounds
him: the lands built by those who work on them.

Documentary 3 Bio Marilyn Sat 10.7. 14:00
Name

Lenght

PRAY

26:35

Country of
Origin
Japan

Sockeye Salmon. Red
fish

51:00

Russia

Description
People of all ages pray – children right through to the elderly.
Japanese have been praying this way for the last thousand years.
Sockeye, a species of wild salmon, is born in Kamchatkan waters and
spends its entire life in the Pacific Ocean. Only once does it return to
fresh waters - to give offspring, start the circle of life, and die. It is an
inexhaustible resource that feeds billions of people on the planet,
restored every year! But soon, we may find ourselves facing the
unimaginable: humans will exhaust the inexhaustible!

Kasino Teatteri Hiomo Sat 10.7. 19:00
Name
Kasino

Lenght

Country of
Origin
1:08:00 Finland

Description

